
 

Mankatha (2011) - Tamil Movie - Lotus - Economy Quality - DVDRip - Team MJY Mankatha a romantic comedy that stars
Prithvi, Vedhika and Yogi Babu. It is directed by Mohanraj and produced by Mohanraj, Rahul Raja and Harish Kumar. The
screenplay of the film was written by Mohanraj himself along with Mouli. The film has music composed by A. R. Rahman's
brother-in-law Illayaraja for the songs and background score was provided by Joe Deveraj. The film was released on 4 January
2011 to positive reviews from critics. The film was declared as a "Hit" at the box office. The story of the movie is about the
meeting of Arjun (Prithviraj) and Mankatha (Vedhika) on a train and how they fell in love.

The film had received positive reviews from critics upon release and especially for its performance of Prithvi and Vedhika and
Tamil cinema score by A. R. Rahman. "IndiaGlitz" wrote:" "Mankatha" is one of those films that tend to stick once it gets into
your system . Not very realistic, but engagingly entertaining." "The Hindu" wrote:" As an entertainer, the director has done a
neat job. The film scores over its predecessors in that there is no dragging or loose ends." "Behindwoods.com" wrote:"
Mankatha doesn't disappoint!" CNN-IBN's Rajeev Masand gave it 3 out of 5 stars and said: "Mankatha is an enjoyable movie
with a strong first half. It loses steam later on but even then, the movie manages to stay afloat because of the engaging first hour.
It remains a watchable movie." Mankatha was selected as one of the Indian films to be screened at 3rd CineEurope on July 4,
2011. The film premiered at Chennai International Film Festival on March 31, 2012. The film's songs were composed by
Illayaraja and A. R. Rahman, while the background score was arranged by Joe Deveraj. The lyrics for the songs were written by
Vairamuthu and Aravind Akbarabuppadi. Music released on 5 CDs and 6 DVDs by Eros Music. The soundtrack consists of 6
tracks with lyrics by Vairamuthu, Aravind Akbarabuppadi, Kabilan, Ridhhi Sri Ramanathan and A. R. Rahman.

Songs featured in the film are in the following order:

The film was dubbed into Telugu with the same title. It grossed 150 million in India (including Tamil Nadu). It was dubbed in
Malayalam with the same name under Preethi Productions banner named "Mankatha" which released on July 14, 2013.
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